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Sharks and Dinosaurs – Pop-up books on steroids

See sample pages from this book at Wink.
There are only five “pages” in each of these books despite their 3-inch thickness. That is because each page is stuffed with layers and
layers of ingenious interacting bits of printed paper, which magically assemble themselves into an alternate reality when each page is
opened. Yes, it is a pop-up book, but a pop-up raised to an exponential level. A pop-up on steroids, or acid. Pop-up as extreme sport.
The engineering is astounding. As a page is opened a 3D apparition appears, often with its own narrative, first one part and then another.
The resulting paper sculpture is the story made real. The textual story is minimal; all the action is in the structures. Kids love to see how
they work. The only downside to these books that belong on paper is not letting children paws tear the mechanics. These two books
feature all kinds of pre-historic dinosaurs, and sharks of all types. But the artist behind them, Robert Sabuda, has half a dozen other
books with the same kind of extreme pop-up-ness.

Encyclopedia Prehistorica: Sharks and Other Sea Monsters
by Robert Sabuda and Matthew Reinhart
Candlewick
2006, 12 pages, 7.8 x 9.9 x 2.1 inches
$1 - $50 Buy a copy on Amazon
Encyclopedia Prehistorica: Dinosaurs
by Robert Sabuda and Matthew Reinhart
Candlewick
2005, 12 pages, 8 x 10 x 2.5 inches
$24 Buy a copy on Amazon
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Comment les Français obtiennent le Galaxy S8 pour 1€

France: Echec du marché, des milliers de Galaxy S8 pour 1€

Apprendre une langue étrangère en 2 semaines : c’est possible !

Jouez pendant 2 min et voyez pourquoi tout le monde est accro !
listenmoneymatters.com

31 Passive Income Ideas: Make Money While You Sleep

Watch a virtual 360-degree tour of BookBot library retrieval system
BookBot is a nifty book retrieval system at North Carolina State University’s
James B. Hunt Jr. Library. Here’s a panoramic book’s-eye view of the retrieval
process.
READ THE REST

Un jeu réaliste à l’attention des hommes

Survivor, a story from Black Candies: The Eighties
Black Candies: The Eighties (published by So Say We All Press) features 23
stories of analog horror that slice through the late-night whirr of VHS, the big
hair, and neon parties to prove that nostalgia is the real murderer behind the
mask.
Sarah LaBrie’s story "Survivor" from Black Candies: The Eighties reexamines the
relationship between the masked killer and his victim, a lively take that usurps
the "final girl" trope from ‘80s slashers. Enjoy!
READ THE REST

Oh Joy Sex Toy is doing a sex-ed book!
The amazing sex-toy review webcomic Oh Joy Sex Toy (previously) enlivens
its weekly toons with sex advice and education; they've just announced that
their next collection will be Drawn to Sex, the first in a new series of books
"for those looking to learn about sex and wince at our bad dad jokes." There'll
be […]
READ THE REST

This pocket-sized gadget takes the guesswork out of matching colors
Our world is a colorful one—and not just in the metaphorical sense. It’s filled
with vibrant, lush colors that many of us would like to replicate when it comes
time to repaint a room or design a website. Of course, as any designer will tell
you, matching colors with just the human eye takes a […]
READ THE REST

Learn to code in 2018 for a price you pick
Coding is one of the most valuable skills to have in today’s job market, but
with the plethora of programming languages out there, picking the right ones
to learn first can be challenging, not to mention expensive. However, there are
resources geared toward getting beginners up to speed with the essential tools
of the coding […]
READ THE REST

This travel-sized adapter helps you get a charge in 150 countries

One of the biggest struggles for jet-setter is managing to charge their devices
abroad. But, thankfully, the OMNIA TA502 Travel Adapter is here to put an
end to that. This pint-sized charger lets you power up your devices in more
than 150 countries, and it’s now on sale in the Boing Boing Store. With this
travel-sized charger, […]
READ THE REST
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